stay and play
private lifestyle homes

lifestyle homes with an attitude
A handpicked collection of private fully serviced houses across
Southern Africa that would not look out of place in any lifestyle
magazine (and many are featured in top titles both locally and
internationally). Each in a spectacular locations to match their style
from the slopes of Table Mountain to the wild beaches of the
Garden Route. Each house comes with maid service so you never
need to lift a finger.

private adventure guides

STAY AND PLAY
AFRICAN ADVENTURE HOMES

about stay and play
A selection of private houses designed with lifestyle in mind. Your
stay is discreetly hosted by a Private Adventure Guide. Each guide
comes with an Adventure Utility Vehicle (AUV™) equipped with state
of the art adventure gear to assure you make the most of your stay
and South Africa’s great outdoors.
Africa’s finest Lifestyle Homes.
Houses Fully Serviced and in Prime Locations.
Hosted by Africa’s Top Adventure Guides.
State of the Art Adventure Gear Provided.
Simple Healthy in House Dining Options Prepared.
Wild Child Adventures and Childcare.
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Each house is hosted by one of our Private Adventure guides. Our
guides have headed up some of Africa’s top safari lodges or privately
guided expeditions across Africa. These discrete guides allow you the
privacy to enjoy your own house but on hand to assure you make the
most of your beautiful surroundings. For bigger groups a dedicated
‘In-house Guide’ is provided to assist your Private
Adventure Guide.

adventure utility vehicle ™
Each guide comes with one of our unique Adventure Utility Vehicles
(AUV™). They are key to a flexible adventure as they come fully
equipped and ready for action with top of the range adventure gear
suitable to the area you are visiting. Including Inflatable Stand Up
Paddle Boards, Surf Boards, Wetsuits, Pre Packed Hiking Packs,
Mountain Bikes and Safety Gear.

simple healthy dining
Once establishing your food preferences prior to departure our in
house nutritionist prepares a menu for your stay. The emphasis being
on locally readily available fresh food and specialities. Simple
breakfasts prepared and evening meals more often than not ‘braaied’
on an open fire on the evenings you are not eating out.

wild child family adventures
Our hosted home concept comes into its own when travelling with a
family. Children will be taught outdoor skills and new sports like
Stand Up Paddling, Surfing and Mountain Biking. Each child is fitted
with their very own Private Adventure Guide uniform. Your children
will leave with a renewed passion for the great outdoors. For families
with younger children local nanny’s or qualified au pairs are provided.

location and duration
Our Lifestyle homes are dotted around South Africa and can be
combined to create a full South African itinerary. Further afield
options include Mozambique, Seychelles, Mauritius, Zambia and
Namibia.
A minimum 4 night stay is required (longer in peak season) and
several different homes can be used to make up a full itinerary with
guides escorting you between venues.
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